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LSE-400 Header Service Interface between the OCS and
EFD
Purpose
This ICD is to be used for developing final designs of software and interface protocols on both sides of the
interface. Further updates to this document are subject to the LSST change control and approval
processes.

Introduction and Scope
This ICD document contains requirements on the Header Service, its data interface to clients via the
Engineering and Facility Database (EFD) Large File Annex (LFA), and its control interface to the Observatory
Control System (OCS).
The Header Service is a component that will run at the Summit on a machine within the EFD cluster,
capturing events, telemetry, and configuration information associated with an image (metadata) and
directly recording them in the EFD LFA as a text file. The Header Service indirectly provides information to
the Data Management Archiver, Catch-Up Archiver, and Prompt Processing services; to the Camera
Control System; and to other direct clients of the Camera Data Acquisition System, which are expected to
include the wavefront analysis system and the Summit-based control/analysis system for the Auxiliary
Telescope and LSST Atmospheric Transmission Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (LATISS). While the
Header Service does not directly communicate with these clients, as they receive the data from the EFD
LFA, the format and content of the data does constitute an indirect interface with them.
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Requirements

1.1

Fulfill requirements of a Commandable SAL Component (CSC)

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0001
Specification: The Header Service shall behave as a Commandable SAL Component (CSC) following the
command patterns described in LSE-70 and LSE-209.
Discussion: The Header Service is not expected to have any CSC-specific commands, only common crosssubsystem commands such as "start" and "enable".

1.2

Critical System

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0002
Specification: The Header Service instances shall be considered a critical system for observatory
operations and shall reside within the EFD computer cluster.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Write Headers for all images taken by all Cameras supported by LSST

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0003
Specification: The Header Service instances shall write header files for all (100%) of the images taken and
announced by the Camera Control System for the camera for which each instance is configured (LSSTCam,
ComCam, AuxTel or Test Stand) while the instance is enabled, including information for every CCD
configured for that camera in its observing mode such as science and wavefront CCDs for LSSTCam.
Discussion: The header files must be generated and written at the cadence required for different
observing mode (bias, flats, science).

1.4

Ability to capture metadata at the beginning of exposure

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0004
Specification: The Header Service shall be able to capture and store Events or Telemetry before the start
of an integration.
Discussion: An example is configuration telemetry from other CSCs.

1.5

Ability to capture metadata during of exposure integration

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0005
Specification: The Header Service shall be able to capture and store Events or Telemetry that happen
during the image integration time.
Discussion: An example is shutter motion events.

1.6

Ability to capture metadata at end of readout

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0006
Specification: The Header Service shall be able to capture and store Events or Telemetry that happen at
or slightly after the end of readout, up to the receipt of the end-of-telemetry event.
Discussion: An example is the end-of-readout time.

1.7

Write header and Publish Event after end of telemetry event

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0007
Specification: The Header Service shall begin to write the header file(s) immediately after receiving the
end-of-telemetry Event from the Camera Control System and, when complete, emit one or more
LargeFileObjectAvailable Events that will notify the EFD of the existence of the new header file(s).
Discussion: The Event anouncing that a Large File Object (LFO) is available will contain the image name, a
unique id that will be used to match images (pixels) from the DAQ with the header meta-data.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Write header and Publish Event within specified time of the end-oftelemetry Event

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0008
Specification: The Header Service shall complete the writing of the header file and emit the LFO Event
within 200 milliseconds.
Discussion: This constraint is required because the Header Service is in the critical timing path for
visualization of images, quality control processes, and the Alert Production. The Header Service must
keep up with the image cadence even for bias frames.

1.9

Adherence to the FITS Standard

ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0009
Specification: The contents of the file(s) written by the Header Service will be consistent with the data
needed to generate compliant FITS headers.
Discussion: Details of the file format and number of files are given in Appendix B.

1.10 Configuration of Header Keywords and source
ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0010
Specification: The Header Service shall be configurable as to the keywords used to identify metadata that
goes into the header as well as configurable as to the source of that metadata. The sources may be Events
or Telemetry to which the Header Service will subscribe or elements of the Header Service's own
configuration.
Discussion: This configuration is expected to be performed via YAML files that are easy to read and
maintained under version control. Slowly-changing information can be stored statically in these files.
Configurations will also vary by the associated camera and the observing mode (science versus
calibration).

1.11 Produce header even if some meta-data not avaiable
ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0011
Specification: The Header Service shall write headers even with faulty or missing Telemetry.
Discussion: In the case that some telemetry is missing or not broadcast the Header Service will still write
files and use FITS-compliant mechanisms for specifying undefined values for the missing metadata.

1.12 Publish an Event if monitoring detects any failure of the service.
ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0012
Specification: The Header Service shall publish an Event message describing the type of problem if it
detects that its service is degraded in some way.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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1.13 Extract metadata from published configuration
ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0013
Specification: The Header Service shall be able to extract metadata from the configuration information
published by other CSCs such as the Camera Control System and the Telescope Control System.
Discussion: Some metadata that changes at nightly rate might be easier to acquire via configuration
information published by individual CSCs.

1.14 Metadata Capture
ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0014
Specification: The Header Service shall capture at a minimum all metadata required by Prompt Processing,
Archiving, and any relevant Summit systems.
Discussion: Appendix A includes a list of items to be captured; additional items may be added via normal
change control processes.

1.15 Generate on-the-fly additional metadata as approved by the Project CCB.
ID: OCS-EFD-HS-0015
Specification: The Header Service shall be able to do light-weight computations to generate additional
metadata as requested by the project in case it is not directly provided by other CSCs.
Discussion: For example, calculating the exposure time or dark time.
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Appendix A: Header Information

The header information required to be saved by the Header Service is as follows, in "KEYWORD:
description" form.
Date, night, and basic information:


DATE-BEG: TAI time at the start of integration (to be copied into FITS DATE-OBS header by FITS
writers)



DATE-END: TAI time at the end of readout



MJD-BEG: Modified Julian Day derived from DATE-BEG (to be copied into FITS MJD-OBS header
by FITS writers)



MJD-END: Modified Julian Day derived from DATE-END



TIMESYS: Time system (the string "TAI")



OBSID: Unique image name assigned by the CCS and published at the start of integration



IMGTYPE: Image type as provided by script or other controller (e.g. "BIAS", "DARK")



BUNIT: Unit of image pixel values (the string "adu")

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Telescope information, location, and observer (where relevant):


TELESCOP: Telescope name, from configuration



INSTRUME: Instrument name, from configuration



OBS-LONG: Observatory longitude in decimal degrees, plus is east, from configuration, to best
available precision



OBS-LAT: Observatory latitude in decimal degrees, from configuration



OBS-ELEV: Observatory elevation in meters, from configuration



OBSGEO-X: Observatory position in Cartesian coordinates, from configuration



OBSGEO-Y: Same as above, from configuration



OBSGEO-Z: Same as above, from configuration

Pointing and focus information (all in decimal degrees, ICRS where applicable; if telescope is not in sidereal
tracking, all RA/DEC/ROT and RADESYS are null):


RASTART: Boresight RA at start of integration based on telescope azimuth and elevation; same as
RA if none available



RAEND: Boresight RA at end of readout based on telescope azimuth and elevation; same as RA if
none available



DECSTART: Boresight DEC at start of integration based on telescope azimuth and elevation; same
as DEC if none available



DECEND: Boresight DEC at end of readout based on telescope azimuth and elevation; same as DEC
if none available



ROTSTART: Sky rotation angle at start of integration based on telescope azimuth, elevation, and
rotator; same as ROTPA if none available



ROTEND: Sky rotation angle at end of readout based on telescope azimuth, elevation, and rotator;
same as ROTPA if none available



ROTCOORD: Coordinate system of rotator (the string "sky")



RADESYS: RA/DEC coordinate system (the string "ICRS" if applicable)



RA: Requested target right ascension



DEC: Requested target declination



ROTPA: Requested target sky rotation angle



HASTART: Hour angle reported after start of integration



ELSTART: Elevation angle reported after start of integration



AZSTART: Azimuth reported after start of integration

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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AMSTART: Airmass reported after start of integration



HAEND: Last hour angle reported before end of readout



ELEND: Last elevation angle reported before end of readout



AZEND: Last azimuth reported before end of readout



AMEND: Last airmass reported before end of readout



FOCUSZ: Telescope focus position (hexapod z-offset) in millimeters

Latest Revision: 2019-10-01

Weather information:


AIRTEMP: Outside air temperature in degrees Celsius



PRESSURE: Outside air pressure in hectopascals



HUMIDITY: Outside relative humidity in percent



WINDSPD: Outside wind speed in meters per second



WINDDIR: Outside wind direction in decimal degrees from north (east = 90.0)

Image identifying information (must be consistent with OBSID/image name):


TELCODE: Telescope code



CONTRLLR: Controller requesting image



DAYOBS: LSST observation day (changes at noon UTC/midnight "AoE"=UTC-1200)



SEQNUM: Camera sequence number



GROUPID: Name of image sequence group, if available

Camera information, per-CCD:


CCD_MANU: CCD manufacturer



CCD_TYPE: CCD type



CCD_SERN: CCD serial number



LSST_NUM: LSST identifier for CCD



CCDSLOT: Positional name of sensor for this CCD within the raft (e.g. "S12")



SEQCKSUM: Checksum of sequencer program in use



SEQNAME: Name of sequencer program in use



REBNAME: Name of REB for this CCD



RAFTBAY: Positional name of raft for this CCD within the focal plane (e.g. "R31")



RAFTNAME: Serial number of the raft (e.g. "RTM-031")



CONTNUM: Controller number

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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IMAGETAG: DAQ internal unique image tag



TEMP_SET: Temperature setpoint in degrees Celsius



CCDTEMP: Temperature measured at CCD in degrees Celsius

Latest Revision: 2019-10-01

Camera geometry:


DETSIZE: Detector size in pixels



OVERV: Overscan rows



OVERH: Overscan columns



PREH: Prescan columns

Filter information:


FILTER: Filter name (e.g. "g", "r")



FILTNAME: Filter serial number or other identifier



FILTPOS: Filter position (numeric) within wheel or carousel



FILTER2: Second filter name if present in instrument or test stand



FILTNAM2: Second filter serial number or other identifier if present



FILTPOS2: Second filter position (numeric) within wheel or carousel

For LATISS only:


GRATING: Grating name



GRATPOS: Grating position (numeric)



LINSPOS: Linear stage position



INSTPORT: Instrument port number

Exposure information:


EXPTIME: Requested exposure time in seconds



SHUTTIME: Time in seconds between start of shutter open and start of shutter close when the
shutter moves; zero otherwise (note: not the same as DATE-END minus DATE-BEG)



DARKTIME: Time in seconds from start of integration (typically last CCD clear) to end of readout

Channel/segment/amplifier information, per-amplifier:


EXTNAME: The string "SegmentNN" where NN is the channel/segment/amplifier identifier (00 to
07 or 10 to 17)



DATASEC: Data section computed based on overscan and prescan in pixels



DETSEC: Detector section computed based on overscan and prescan in pixels

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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DTV1: Detector position in pixels



DTV2: Detector position in pixels



DTM1_1: Detector transform matrix (to the extent known; as with all metadata, may be improved
subsequently)



DTM2_2: Detector transform matrix



DTM1_2: Detector transform matrix



DTM2_1: Detector transform matrix

Other information that may be saved by the Header Service in order to enable validation of the resulting
file or use as a template:


FILENAME: Name of file containing the header information



HEADVER: Version of header information, following semantic versioning conventions



DATE: Always written as undefined if present; to be supplied by pixel writer



CHECKSUM: Always written as undefined if present; to be supplied by pixel writer



DATASUM: Always written as undefined if present; to be supplied by pixel writer

Other fixed per-amplifier information that may be saved in order to enable validation or use as a template:

3



XTENSION: The string "IMAGE"



BITPIX: 32



INHERIT: T



PCOUNT: 0



GCOUNT: 1

Appendix B: File Format

The Header Service file format shall be a single JSON file per image taken by the Camera (whether LATISS,
ComCam, or LSSTCam). That file shall be organized into a per-image section and a dictionary of per-raft
sections. Within each per-raft section, there shall be a dictionary of per-CCD sections. Within each perCCD section, there shall be a dictionary of per-amplifier sections (if necessary).
A sample file might look like this:
{
"Basic":
"DATE-OBS":
"DATE-END":
"MJD-OBS":
"OBSID":

{
"2019-02-22T14:34:00Z",
"2019-02-22T14:36:00Z",
58536.60737268519,
"AT_C_20190222_01234",

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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"OBSTYPE":
"BUNIT":
"TELESCOPE":
"INSTRUME":
"OBS-LONG":
"OBS-LAT":
"OBS-ELEV":
"OBSGEO-X":
"OBSGEO-Y":
"OBSGEO-Z":

LSE-400 (rel1.0)
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"bias",
"adu",
"LSST_AuxTel",
"LSST_ATISS",
-110.9473242,
32.2334747,
728,
-1930876.55908729,
-5043961.03729864,
3382747.46079786

},
"Pointing":
"RATEL":
"DECTEL":
"ROTPATEL":
"ROTCOORD":
"RA":
"DEC":
"ROTPA":
"HASTART":
"ELSTART":
"AMSTART":
"HAEND":
"ELEND":
"AZEND":
"AMEND":
},
"Weather":
"AIRTEMP":
"PRESSURE":
"HUMIDITY":
},
"ImageId":
"TELCODE":
"CONTRLLR":
"DAYOBS":
"SEQNUM":
"GROUPID":
},
"Filter":
"FILTER":
"FILTPOS":
},
"LATISS":

{
123.45678,
-76.54321,
31.41592,
"sky",
123.45678,
-76.54321,
31.41592,
27.18281,
65.35897,
1.03,
82.84590,
9.32384,
45.00000,
2.48
{
12.0,
1013.0,
27.3
{
"AT",
"C",
"20190222",
1234,
""
{
"None",
1
{

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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"GRATING":
"GRATPOS":
"LINSPOS":
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"Empty",
1,
0.0

},
"Exposure":
"EXPTIME":
"DARKTIME":
},
"Rafts":
"R22":
"Common":
"CCD_MANU":
"CCD_TYPE":
"DETSIZE":
},
"CCDs":
"S22":
"Info":
"CCD_SERN":
"LSST_NUM":
"SEQCKSUM":
"SEQNAME":
"SENSNAME":
"REBNAME":
"RAFTNAME":
"CONTNUM":
"IMAGETAG":
"TEMP_SET":
},
"Amplifiers":
"Common":
"DATASEC":
"DETSEC":
"OVERV":
"OVERH":
"PREH":
},
"C00":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":

{
15.0,
15.22
{
{
{
"ITL",
"3800C",
"[1:4072,1:4000]"
{
{
{
"20304",
"ITL-3800C-098",
59874157,
"ats-2s-v7.seq",
"S22",
"ATreb",
"R22",
1,
"4930485938",
-20.0
{
{
"[4:512,1:2000]",
"[509:1,1:2000]",
48,
64,
3
{
"Segment00",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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"DTM2_1":
},
"C01":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C02":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C03":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C04":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C05":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":

LSE-400 (rel1.0)
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0.0
{
"Segment01",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment02",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment03",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment04",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment05",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
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"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
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0.0,
0.0

},
"C06":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C07":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C10":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C11":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C12":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":

{
"Segment06",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment07",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment10",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment11",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment12",
0,
0,
-1.0,

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
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"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
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1.0,
0.0,
0.0

},
"C13":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C14":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C15":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C16":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":
"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
},
"C17":
"EXTNAME":
"DTV1":
"DTV2":

{
"Segment13",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment14",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment15",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment16",
0,
0,
-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0
{
"Segment17",
513,
0,
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"DTM1_1":
"DTM2_2":
"DTM1_2":
"DTM2_1":
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-1.0,
1.0,
0.0,
0.0

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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